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Colour vision deficiency (CVD), also known as colour deficiency, is a relatively com-
mon inherited impairment. CVD is often misunderstood as colour blindness, that
a person who suffers from it detects no colour. Colour is being used so naturally
without taking colour impairments into concern during the design process, or rather
a expensive to include for every product made. Electronic devices include computers
and handheld devices immersed into daily life. This research targets to reduce the
inconvenience of colour impairments when using this essential gadgets. This study
focuses on understanding the potential of a framework using colour spaces and map-
pings to compensate for colour vision deficiency. Through calibration in accordance
with the degree along with type of colour impairment produces instant mapping of
the output on the display, assists the colour deficiency patients for visual tasks.
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Colour vision deficiency (CVD) is a relatively common hereditary vision impairment.
The vision impairment is sometimes misnamed colour blindness, create confusion
between deficiency and blindness. The latter is a specific case of the former where
one has no colour vision. Typically, people who suffer from CVD are able to perceive
colours, but to varying degrees.
Colour vision deficiency affects about 8% of male and around 0.5% of the female
population. The impact of CVD impacts is seldom life threatening but can highly
impact on the quality of life for an individual who suffers from it, to a degree which
those who have full colour vision could hardly imagine. This sight impairment limits
the career paths and opportunities since colours codes are used on a daily basis in
some jobs. These colour codes carry meaning and could be critical. Some colour
vision deficiency persons may live through life never knowing they suffer from CVD
[19, 21], but there are people who struggle just to distinguish traffic lights, colour
coded medicines [20] and sometimes face discrimination in the mentioned colour
coded environments. There is ongoing research on human vision. Unlike many
other vision sicknesses, there is still no common practical cure for the condition of
CVD. The technologies and tools to manage colour vision problems are limited and
underdeveloped. They are often poorly tailored to individual needs and hardly help
to ease the condition.
There is gaining of popularity of screen based interface devices include personal
computers and handheld devices, which many people interact with on a daily basis.
Applications, websites and software are often not designed to be CVD friendly. The
gaining of popularity of screen based interface devices shows the potential of easing
the impacts of CVD based on this trend.
To summarise, this study is motivated by 3 factors: 1. The diagnosis methods
are underdeveloped in a way that they are essentially unrelated to a solution to ease
the CVD condition; 2. No common practical treatment is available; 3. Humans
are interacting with screen based devices more. The possibility of improving the
1
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experience of individual with CVD in using these devices exists but potential is
yet to be fully explored. This study aim to explore the possibility of a unified
tailored screening with the capability of compensation framework based on display
interaction based devices. Screening-compensation, here, means a integrated process
from screening to possible compensation to reduce the negative impact of CVD.
We firstly review the nature of colour vision and colour vision deficiency. We
cover testing methodologies, since and understanding of screening-compensations
helps to understand the best approach for the targeted framework. The screening
and measuring component should be developed to determine the individuals degree
of CVD. This data can then be passed into the compensation component. The
compensation component maps the colours to enhance the colour distinguishably
for CVD sufferers. It will be necessary to explore the parameters linking screening
and compensation. One of the outcomes is validation of the viability of screening-
compensation on display based devices.
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides the definition and the classification for colour vision defi-
ciency. It explains the necessity of the colour compensation framework. The
chapter also includes the major achievements and some of the recent research
on CVD. We review some colour model, screening and compensation. Identi-
fication of the research gaps is provided at the end of this chapter.
• Chapter 3 reviews some of the sensation and perception research methodolo-
gies. This supports the construction of an accurate test that improves the
research in colour impairments.
• Chapter 4 records our first attempts at correcting colour vision deficiency.
This is part of our iterative research approach. This chapter includes the
description of the test, primitive results and analysis.
• Chapter 5 proposes scheme 511 colour model that helps to analyse the colour
vision deficiency. This chapter includes the definitions, the colour mappings
and the primitive results and analyzation.
• Chapter 6 investigates the way Ishihara test plates is constructed that assist
our research on the compensation algorithm approach. This chapter also re-
lates our work to CIE 1931, one of the common colour space for analyzation
in human computer vision.
• Chapter 7 explains the framework we developed. Definitions, process of screen-
ing and compensation, result of the experiments are included in the chapter.
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The some of the possible linkage of the screening and compensation are also
identified.
• Chapter 8 concludes the findings of this research and noted some of the poten-
tial enabled by this research. This chapter also include one of the abnormal
data point obtained.
Chapter 2
Importance of Colour Vision
Deficiency
Colour vision deficiency (CVD) is a colour perceptual deficiency with a few cate-
gories. This chapter covers the different the statistics and the impact on one’s life
of CVD. For the cause and the research of the colour vision deficiency, see chapter
3.
2.1 Anomalous trichromacy
The dimensionality of human colour vision is widely understood as being trichro-
matic. This means there are three colour frequency ranges that human eyes per-
ceives if that person has normal colour vision. The basic CVD classification is into
monochromacy, dichromacy, trichromacy and anomalous trichromacy. The idea of
the number of dimensions in human colour vision is important since it affects the
amount of compensation that can be done.
Anomalous trichromatic vision is a special case of trichromacy in which one
type of the photopigments in one of the cones functions differently from a person
with normal colour vision. This happens when the sensitivity in one of the colour
pigments shifts in wavelength, resulting in some degree of colour vision impairments.
Those who suffer from anomalous trichromatism have difficulty differentiating be-
tween colours. There are different degrees of seriousness of this type of colour vision
deficiency.
2.2 Protan, Deutan and Tritan
Protanopia and protanomaly, also known as protan, are caused by the absence or
alteration of red sensitive cells, respectively. Similarly, deuteranopia and deutera-
4
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nomaly, also known as deutan, are green related where the green pigments are absent
or altered. Tritanopia and tritanomaly, tritan, the absent or alteration of the blue
related cells that cause blue CVD.
2.3 Statistics: The information on inherited colour
vision impairment
The Australia Bureau of Statistics [1] holds no statistics regarding colour vision
deficiency. Statistics are sourced from the Women’s and Children’s Health Network
[18], which is part of the Government of South Australia. About 8% of males and
about 0.4% female suffer from colour deficiency in Australia. The colour vision
deficiencies are mostly red-green. Blue weaknesses contribute only about 5% of all
colour impairments. For more information on defective genes and the ratio, see
Appendix A.1.
The most recent colour deficiency specific study in Australia was carried out
by Australian cricket in 2007 [42]. Australian cricket tested 293 premier cricketers
across nine clubs in Melbourne. Their study shows that 26 of the players bear colour
deficiency which is around 9%. The most surprising find was that 11 out of those
26 players were unaware that they bear a colour vision impairment.
2.4 What affects does colour deficiency have?
Colour impairment causes inconvenience in daily life and specific problem in some
employment contexts. Due to the amount of information used in a modern society,
colour coded for fast identification is inevitable, e.g. public transport, traffic signals.
This information is often presented without taking colour vision deficiency into
consideration. Sometimes such considerations are thought of as a waste of resources.
Identifying the colour of a traffic light could be a problem for some of the people
who suffer from CVD. In some cases, these people may be unable to get a driving
license, or may avoid driving [5, 81].
Some occupations are unsuitable for people with colour deficiency [12]. Railway
technician is another example [16]. A railway accident in New Jersey 1996 [44] was
caused by a mistake by a colour deficient engineer. This accident resulted in three
deaths and 69 injuries along with massive lost in property. The introduction of the
Railcorp Lantern test was triggered by the Waterfall crash in NSW, as part of the
raising medical standards. Not only are new employees required to pass the lantern
test, but existing employees were re-examined. Both contribute to the loss of job
opportunities.
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Education for a colour deficient student is another area of potential limitation.
Some disciplines have in colour distinguishability requirements, e.g. fine arts. More-
over, highlights, shades, lecture slides are mostly developed without awareness of
colour deficiency. These introduce significant disadvantages to students with CVD
and that more work is required to achieve the same result relative to those with
normal colour vision. In some situation, assigning both a colour code and a serial
numbers on objects could help.
The underlying issue for a colour deficiency sufferers is the lack of awareness
and the difficulties caused because of ignorance during the design process.
2.5 Why target red green anomalous trichromacy?
As mentioned previously, our research focuses on anomalous trichromacy. This is
partially because the number of people who suffer from this type of CVD is relatively
large. Anomalous trichromacy is caused by unwanted shifting in the visible spec-
trum. Therefore the visible spectrum of this group is large, relative to dichromatic
visions, potential compensation frameworks have larger scope for correct using the
visible regions.
Dichromacy should be able to be detected by the experimental aspect of this
research, but it is not the main target.
We consider red-green colour deficiency since it is most common. The red-green
dominance helps to find suitable trial subjects.
2.6 Summary
This chapter includes the statistic of Colour Vision Deficiency and potential issue
individual who suffer from the impairment might face. This chapter also covers the
motivation for the focus on red-green anomalous trichromacy colour deficiency in
this research and some of the possible affects of CVD.
Chapter 3
Major milestones and recent
research
This chapter reports the major milestones in the history of colour vision deficiency
research. We review some common colour vision tests and describe some common
colour systems used for analysing colour. We also cover some recent research in the
field. This chapter also includes the identification of some research gaps. The two
main streams of addressing CVD are correction and compensation. Correction in
this chapter refer to physiological cures, e.g. surgical or medical treatment. Our aim
is a non invasive tuneable compensation to aid colour based activities. The current
solutions are either invasive or static, our solution is neither.
3.1 Trichromatic colour vision
Colour deficiency was first described by John Dalton (1766− 1844) [24, 47]. Dalton
suffered from a relatively rare type of colour impairment, deuteranopia, one of the
red-green weaknesses which meant only blue, purple and yellow were visible to him.
This type of colour impairment is sometime known as Daltonism. Dalton hypothe-
sised that the cause of colour deficiency are abnormalities of the liquid medium in
the eye. Although his suggestion was not close to the accepted cause of colour vision
impairment, Dalton initiated the formal research on colour vision deficiency.
Thomas Young (1773 − 1829) [83] suggested a trichromatic colour vision ap-
proach to explain the way colour is perceived [87]. He suggested it is unreasonable
to assume each colour needs a specific type of receptor. Young proposed that there
need to be three distinct primiary colours sensors such that one could not be created
by mixtures of the other two. Hence, the hypothesis of trichromatic human colour
vision was created. Hermann von Helmholtz (1821 − 1894) [43] extended Young’s
trichromatic colour vision hypothesis. Helmholtz proposed that colours are per-
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ceived by selective receptors on the retina targeting different wavelengths of light.
The photo receptors are further classified into long-preferring, middle-preferring and
short-preferring cones. This theory is known as Young-Helmholtz theory [60]. Com-
mon terminology for the three types of photoreceptor are L-cone, M-cone and S-cone.
For the physiology of the eye, refer to section A.2 in the Appendix. The Young-
Helmholtz applies at receptor (cones) level. By the time the signal has passed to
the retinal ganglion cells, the signal has been recoded to an opponent colour system
red-green, blue-yellow and black-white. This theory was investigated by Gunnar
Svaetichin in 1956 [79] and by Willy Rushton in 1965 [76]. The trichromatic theory
was validated only in 1983 by Bowmaker, Dartnall and Mollon [13].
3.2 Colour tests
Colour vision tests are closely related to our research. A colour test is able to deter-
mine if a person suffers from CVD. Some of the most common type of colour tests
make use of pseudoisochromatic charts. A pseudoisochromatic colour test [61] is con-
structed to hide the signal in the noise of colour dots. The term pseudoisochromatic
carries the meaning of objects appearing to have the same colour. A participant is
required to identify the signals for the diagnosis of the type and/or the degree of
CVD. Another branch of colour vision deficiency screening is the colour arranging
test. The participant in a colour arrange test is asked to arrange the colour in a
certain order. This section shows the review of a few colour tests from both branches
[9, 23, 70].
3.2.1 Reuss colour table
The development of pseudoisochromatic colour tests was started by August Ritter
von Reuss [75]. Jakob Stilling (1842 − 1915) [78] invented the Reuss colour table
[75] and the Stilling test.
3.2.2 Ishihara test
The Ishihara test [53] was invented by Shinobu Ishihara, while serving as a military
physician and considered one of the major milestones in CVD screening. Shinobu
Ishihara based his test on the foundations of the Stilling test [58]. The Ishihara plates
are still considered as one of the best colour vision deficiency test for congenital
colour deficiency.
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3.2.3 Colour arrangement tests
Colour arrangement is another way to detect colour vision impairment and the type
[23]. The best known colour arrangement tests are the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-Hue
test [3, 74], Farnsworth D-15 dichotomous test [8, 45] and Lanthonys Desaturated
15-Hue Test [10, 36, 37]. The most detailed colour arrangement test the Farnsworth-
Munsell 100-Hue test, which consists of 85 colour chips. The advantage of this
test is the accuracy. However, the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-Hue test is unable to
differentiate between dichromacy and anomalous trichromacy, and also takes a long
time to complete. The Farnsworth D-15 dichotomous (D-15 D) test is a simplified
version of the full test. The D-15 D test is good at detecting dichromacy, especially
for tritan. The drawback of this test is that it is unable to detect minor CVD. The
Lanthony’s desaturated 15 Hue test is a modification of the D-15 D test obtained
by lowering the saturation. The drawback of that test is that participants may find
it hard to do the test.
3.2.4 Other colour tests
The CVD colour tests included above are not the only tests exist. Those have been
reviewed because they are considered the best in the field.
3.3 Colour systems
3.3.1 Specifying colour
Colour space is defined as “A system for ordering colours that respects the rela-
tionships of similarity among them.” [15, 39, 85] There is variety of different colour
spaces, but they are currently all three dimensional. A colour space is usually as-
sociated with mathematical colour model(s). The mathematical model defines the
functionalities of a colour space and therefore the usage could be limited without it.
Two of the common colour systems are the Munsell colour system and the natural
colour system. A colour model is defined to be a mathematical representation of
colours [26]. A new colour space can be specified from a colour model when a pre-
cise description of the transformation is being provided. RGB (red, green, blue) and
CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, key) are colour models with corresponding colour
spaces, RGB is for additive system, such as for displays, while CMYK is more used
for printing and photography.
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3.3.2 The Munsell colour system
The Munsell colour system [29, 65] was one of the first to formalise the definition
of colour. The Munsell colour system uses hue, value and chroma to represent
colour, lightness and colour purity. This colour system was considered a significant
advancement since it was the first to represent colour systematically rather than in
the traditional descriptive manner. Although CIE1931 defines the colour using more
formal in a mathematics, the Munsell colour system is still commonly used since the
colour arrangment is based on human perception.
3.3.3 The Natural colour system
The Natural colour system is a proprietary perceptual colour model published by the
Scandinavian Colour Institute [40, 41]. The six primary colours used in the system
are white, black, yellow, red , green and blue. These primaries are chosen because
each primary is hard to be defined perceptually in terms of other. For example,
the colour Yellow in RGB is confusing because it has some RGB-red and some
RGB-green; perceptually, yellow is not reddish-green. The Natural colour system
addresses mixture perception by considering the implications of colour in reality.
3.3.4 CIE colour spaces
The CIE1931 XYZ colour space [77] (CIE XYZ) was created by created by the
International Commission on Illumination (ICI), or in French, Commission Inter-
nationale de lÉclairage (CI). CIE XYZ colour was derived from CIE RGB [14, 31].
CIE XYZ Y, Z and X represent brightness, blue stimulation and red stimulation
respectively. Grassmann’s Laws of colour mixture applies here [46], and states “the
chromatic sensation can be described in terms of an effective stimulus consisting of
linear combinations of different light colour”.
The CIE L∗ a∗ b∗ (CIE Lab) is a commonly used CIE colour space. CIE Lab
colour space is derived from CIE XYZ. L∗ stands for lightness and a∗, b∗ for the
colour-opponent dimensions. CIECAM02 is the latest colour space and was cre-
ated by CIE in 2002. This colour space is technically defined by six components:
brightness (luminance), lightness, colourfulness, chroma, saturation, and hue.
3.3.5 RGB, RGBA and CYMK colour model
RGB (Red, Green and Blue) and RGBA (Red, Green, Blue and Alpha) are colour
models [80]. RGB is a three dimensional colour model for light colour. In RGB,
a point in the model represents the mixed light colour for the given amount of the
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primaries. e.g. 100% red 100% green and 0% blue is yellow in colour, not reddish-
green. This is similar to CIE Lab.
RGBA extends the RGB colour model with an α (alpha) value, usually used as
the opacity channel for the transparency setting. RGB and RGBA are both additive
colour model.
CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow and key) is a subtractive colour model. CMYK
is built from the concept of dyes and the subtraction refers to the nature white light
absorptions from the dyes. This colour model is commonly used by publishers.
3.3.6 Perception based colour model
HSL, HSV and HSI [17, 66, 67] are common perception based colour models. H
represents hue, S for saturation, L for lightness, V for value and I for intensity. HSL
is sometimes refer as HSB where B stands for brightness. These three perceptual
colour models are presented in cylindrical coordinates.
Subsequently, we developed Scheme 511 for better visualisation the analysis (see
Chapter 6).
3.4 Invasive methods
CVD as a genetic problem invites the use of gene therapy. Treatment at this stage
[2, 64, 68] is being applied to monkeys addressing the colour reception problem in
the retina. The gene therapy involves adding the human protein to the retina of the
monkeys. Colour tests on the monkeys after treatment suggest the monkeys develop
the missing colour vision.
The medical research appears to be promising but the technology is not ready for
human usage. Their research is at the animal testing stage and it is far away, in term
of time frame, from being proven safe enough for human testing. No matter whether
if involves surgical operation, drugs or a combined treatment, legally commercialising
this research so that it can benefit the people with CVD could take even longer.
Consider the case of Myopia (short-sighted).
Furthermore, this is invasive, a significant drawback of either surgical or drug
based correction. In the cases of myopia(short-sighted) and hyperopia(long-sighted)
laser surgery on the cornea is quite common, regardless the amount of risk. On the
other hand, wearing a pair of glasses or contact lens is often more favoured due to
the uncertainty of the surgery. The factors on the price and the social acceptance.
It does not seem worthwhile undergoing a surgery to correct colour vision defi-
ciency involve if doing so would expose the whole vision system to an appreciable
risk. An external compensation is likely to limit the risk involved and is possibly a
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better solution.
A static compensation process was suggested by Ohkubo and Kazuyuki [69].
This approach involved non-invasive wearable computing. They simulated CVD
with Variantor [57], a commercial product to help whose who have normal colour
vision to experience CVD. They then applied their suggested compensation algo-
rithm to look at the test object being viewed, a traffic light in their case. The result
is compared to the set of result without the compensation algorithm, and shows the
feasibility of their approach.
3.5 Potential for computer aided screening-measuring-
compensation
This section reviews existing computer screening and compensation aids. This sec-
tion helps to justify the validity of computer based colour screening and compensa-
tion.
3.5.1 Colour sort tests
Software based colour sorting test could be one way to produce meaningful data for
the purpose of compensation. The Farnsworth D-15 dichotomous test [3] and the
Lanthony’s desaturated 15 Hue test [36, 37, 55] are the most common colour sorting
tests with physical caps. The Portal colour sort test (PCST) is a touchscreen based
colour ordering test that was developed recently [59]. PCST works on both cathode
ray tube display (CRT) and liquid crystal displays (LCDs).
Melamud studied the reliability of PCST [59] by comparing the performance of
Farmsworth D-15 dichotomous and Lanthony’s dessturated 15 Hue test. Melamud’s
research shows that PCST is reliable for screening colour deficiency using a touch-
screen based colour test. There is, however, no colour compensation delivered by
PCST since it was developed for screening CVD only.
3.5.2 Image enhancement: Art and dye discrimination
The study of the histological stains on artwork requires distinguishing between sim-
ilar dye colours. Landini and Perryer studied the possibility of enhancing images
for observers [55]. The study was very specific; on assessing haematoxylin-stained
and eosin-stained dye with digital enhancement. The idea is to stretch the hue of
the two dyes to improve the perception of the two dyes.
Landini and Perryer showed that not only does the method provide better per-
ception of the two dyes for red-green colour deficient observers, but also causes no
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disadvantage to people with normal colour vision. Helping people with CVD while
rendering as little difference to people with normal colour vision as possible, is a
desirable characteristic of any compensation system.
3.5.3 Screening and compensation
Jang studied using a screen based Ishihara test for colour deficiency [54], the Ishihara
being one of the best CVD screening test. The results are used to calculate a
calibration value in the format of International Colour Consortium (ICC) profile.
The calculated ICC profile is then applied to the screen calibration.
Jang’s research shows the possibility of screen based diagnosis tied to corre-
sponding calibration but is limited by the use of the discrete Ishihara test.
3.5.4 Ohkubo’s algorithm on colour compensation




360× 270 + 45
(3.1)
This equation is the based on the HSL colour model and is designed to compen-
sate for red weakness. This algorithm applies a static 45◦ shift towards the yellow
and purple region. Ohkubo and Kazuyuki concluded that their compensation algo-
rithm aids the researcher, as the participant, to identify the colour better after the
simulation of colour vision deficiency testing on the traffic signal.
The major factor required to make such a method widely useful is to make the
compensation dynamic instead of static. The compensation algorithm given in the
research of Ohkubo is a linear transformation in HSL colour model. The CVD type
is assume to be red weakness and the degree of weakness is not considered. As
a compensation mechanism this is analogous to expecting a single lens of uniform
power to work for all short-sighted persons.
To address this personalisation, our algorithm will require a framework for cus-
tomisation for the type and degree of CVD. We could use learning algorithms to
speed up the process.
3.6 Possible improvements
The curing of CVD monkeys, discussed at the start of section 3.4, demonstrates that
medical treatment can address the problem but may not be applicable in the near
future. A person going through invasive treatment bears a considerable risk.
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The wearable computing research [69] is limited by the assumption that the
degree and type of colour deficiency, and the compensation required, is static and
uniform. In reality, colour deficiency has a few types and individuals have different
degrees (see chapter 2). Therefore, more has to be done to complete the compensa-
tion algorithm and framework.
The Portal colour sort testing (PCST) [59] proved the possibility of a reliable
touchscreen based CVD screening. PCST performed well when compared with the
Ishihara and D-15 D colour arrangement tests. However, PCST was designed pri-
marily for screening, the capability of extending for compensation is not assessable.
The other computer aided compensation reviewed are either too specific, being
for a certain task, or are restricted by being discrete.
3.6.1 List of Research gaps
The research gaps identified are summarised in the following list:
• There is no effective solution to cure colour vision deficiency. Research is
being conducted on monkeys, involves invasive surgeries. and potential issues
of social acceptance and physical risk.
• Either provides only the screening or only the compensation, but not a frame-
work as a whole. Meaning that first of all there is not practical solution to the
condition of CVD while different methods of screening and measuring CVD
has very limited relation to any possible CVD compensation methods.
• Omits that CVD impairment has different degree of seriousness, specifically
that compensation is not tailored to individuals.
• The tools for CVD are underdeveloped.
Chapter 4
Sensation and perception
Colour vision deficiency (CVD) is a sensation and perception impairment. Per-
ception is usually related to psychophysics, a study of perception in a quantitative
manner. The method of study relates the stimuli and responses, trying to explain the
observation. The assumption of the method is that human senses are a measuring
instrument which result in certain responses [7]. This chapter reviews some of the
sensation and perception methods to identify a suitable basis for the compensation
framework.
4.1 Methodologies
Colour vision deficiency is known to be a complicated impairment since it is consid-
ered to be a sensation and perception deficiency. Stimulation is influenced by many
factors. We have studied sensation and perception methodologies to improve the
nature and accuracy of the screening portion of our framework.
4.1.1 Reflection
The first method used to attempt to understand sensation and perception was reflec-
tion [84]. Questions are constructed such that the answers are based on descriptions.
This method has several problems, partically that it is highly subjective. The results
are also experimenter dependent, in the sense that a question, such as ”How do you
feel when you see this diagram?”, may depend on the intonation and attitude of the
experimenter.
4.1.2 Just-noticeable difference
Just-noticeable difference is a method suggested by Fechner [32] and built on Weber’s
Law [72]. Weber’s law states that ”the jnd (just-noticeable difference) between two
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stimuli is proportional to the magnitude of the stimuli”. Weber’s Law was one of the
first attempts to measure human response quantitively against a physical stimulus.
Fechner’s law states that ”subjective sensation is proportional to the logarithm
of the stimulus intensity”. Fechner refined the relation between the magnitude of
perceived actually stimuli. Fechner attempted to find the absolute thresholds of
stimulus. However, due to noises that exist in nature, it is not a trivial task to
find the absolute thresholds for sensations. The jnd method tends to be limited by
the subjective biases of the observers. A typical question might be, ”Tell me when
you see the changes of shape”. The drawback of this method is that a more careful
participant results in a lower threshold. The von Bekesy staircase method involves
moving back and forward once a possible threshold is found; this effectively reduces
the random error in the measuring and is an appropriate approach for software based
compensation [28].
4.1.3 Forced-choice
Forced-choice is a common test method where participants must choose from a finite
set of options. The most common type of forced-choice is two interval forced-choice
(2IFC) with exactly two distinct answers, e.g. left or right, yes or no. In this case,
the participant is not even allowed to present unsure as the answer. This effectively
eliminates the possibility of a lower threshold for a careful participant because they
must choose one of the distinct answer. To illustrate the method, a typical question
is ”What is the position of the light: left or right?” This method is proven to be
reliable and is commonly for perception tests.
4.1.4 Signal detection
The signal detection method was developed to detect the rates of hits-misses, false
alarms and correct rejections [28, 35]. Signal detection involves offering two-alternative
answers, namely yes and no. Noise is purposely introduced into trials to test if the
participant can detect the signal or just the noise. Trials need to be well planned
to detect the sensitivity of the participant. The most common application in the
context of CVD are the pseudoisochromatic plate signal detection tests, such as the
Stilling test and the Ishihara test.
4.1.5 Ideal observer
The ideal observer method is another method method used to analyse for sensa-
tions and perceptions [35]. This method involves creating a simulated model of
participants sensations and perceptions. The ideal observer is computationally or
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mechanically tuned to simulate, as best as possible, the sensations associate with
the given stimulations. A more advanced version of the ideal observer handles the
natural omission of signals, as well as the environmental variables. For example,
light that is being absorbed by the lens is considered.
4.2 Diagnosis of myopia
The process of developing a framework for CVD can be aided by reflecting on the
process for vision impairments. The screening-compensation-correction process of
Myopia (short-sighted) [63] consists of the following steps [34]:
1. In the case of the classic vision test for Myopia, the eye chart is presented to
the examinee. The examinee is and asked to identify the letters. This is the
screening process.
2. This is followed by the use of a retinoscope to further verify and provide
objective measurement of the eye-sight, in accordance with the first test.
3. The measure or seriousness in degree is performed by using a phoropter, the
examinee is asked about different settings such that a subjective perceptual
measurement can be taking into account.
4. Resolution can be done in two manners, Correction or compensation. Correc-
tion involves surgical procedure to the cornea to adjust the power of refraction;
while compensation involve customising a pairs of glasses with the power ad-
justed according to the measurement from steps 2 and 3.
4.3 Diagnosis framework of colour vision deficiency
Colour vision deficiency (CVD) is well defined, the diagnosis of CVD is nearly mature
but the correction and compensation is still underdeveloped. The primary issue
being the balance of accuracy and resources balance. Force choice may be a good
way for early stage screening as the difficulties of identifying the pattern is discrete,
while jnd yield a numerical value that could be used in compensation. However, the
correction and compensation of CVD is still underdeveloped.
Our research aims to address this undevelopment by establishing a framework
for diagnosis-measure-compensation for CVD. The diagnosis-measure is based on an
iterative process in which different options or diagnoses are assessed to search for
appropriate compensation.
Chapter 5
The direct adjusting approach
”Direct adjusting” was our first attempt at the screening part of our CVD frame-
work. Several factors were explored as part of understanding and improving the
screening. While this was part of the iterative development process, the chart/test
proposed herein was, after evaluation, not used in our final framework. For the final
framework, see chapter 8.
5.1 Creating the test plate
A well designed test plate is essential to yield accurate results for CVD screening
and measuring. There are a few considerations identified:
• Signal using a simple symbol instead of an alphanumeric character, thus lim-
its extra knowledge required. An lower threshold could be reached by some
participants as they are more sensitive to a certain character set from a lan-
guage. This undesired lower thresholds should be avoid to obtain unbiased
experiment results.
• Shapes should be formed by dots rather than being a solid shape. If the shape
is solid, the threshold could be lower and does not reflect the randomness of a
real life situation.
• Prevent white space outlining the signal. Apart from the solid shape issue,
regular continuous white space could lead to a low threshold again fail to
adequately represent reality.
To be “compensation friendly”. The value generated must be numerical and
continuous, such that it can effectively represents the type and the degree of CVD.
The continuity allows higher resolution of the results.
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5.2 The Ishihara plates
Figure 5.1: An Ishihara plate in greyscale (left) and our proposed chart
Figure 5.1 shows an Ishihara plate [38] and a chart proposed in this chapter.
We look at Ishihara plate because it is the most well known and commonly used
colour test. An Ishihara plate uses numbers, alphabets, lines and patterns. The
potential issue when using a alphanumeric symbol, as mention before, is that the
knowledge of a person affects the perception. For example, if the hidden signal is a
Chinese character, a participant who can read Chinese will have a lower threshold
on average. The type of signals we suggest in this chapter are generic shapes [33],
limiting the bias to the ability to identify.
By considering the magnified scanned plates in figure 5.2, the potential issues are
the resolution and the nature of being a traditional pseudoisochromatic plate. The
original Ishihara plates were created long before electrical computers existed, and
were not designed to be compatible with electronic device displays. Being traditional
pseudoisochromatic, the Ishihara plates are being purposely ambiguous to achieve
the purpose of CVD classification by using a few shades of the same colours as noise
in the signal and background. These different levels of colour served to masked any
unintended luminance clues between figure and background arising from inaccuracies
in printing [73]. The question is; If there are multiple shades for each colour, how do
we know the precise combinations indistinguishable to the participant? Therefore,
we suggest using a single shade of a colour at a time to allow a more accurate CVD
threshold.
Another related aspect is that when test is designed for painted chart as the
Ishihara is, the values obtained from the test tends to be discrete. This does not
assist the development of tailored compensation and limits the possibility of an
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Figure 5.2: Magnified scanned Ishihara plate (left). Magnified suggested pro-
posed plate (right)
adaptive screening process, e.g. the colours used in a plate being dependent on the
previous plate(s). Some argue that AO HRR, another set of pseudoisochromatic
plate, provides a certain of measure of degree of CVD [11]. However, as the paper
also suggested, AO HRR should not be used alone. Moreover the ultimate aim of this
research is to provide a smooth flow through the screening-measuring-compensation
framework.
5.3 A suggested chart construction
Figure 5.3: A chart is based on red-green scheme
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Figure 5.3 is an example of a test plate generated from the software developed
in this research.
There are a few properties we obtain with our method of generation. 1. We use
only one shade for the colours, instead of multiple shades, to avoid colour confusion
and allow accurate parameters.
Figure 5.4: A solid Chart (left) compares to A dotted Chart (right)
2. The coloured dots (circles) similar to the Ishihara plates are used as noise to
hide the signal preventing the identification of the shape by the boundary. The idea
to avoid using solid shape is illustrated in figure 5.4. A solid shape is too obvious
even to a CVD impaired participant. This is because of the strong discontinuities
at the colour boundary and results in a unusually low threshold.
3. The signal, the background as a noise are presented by coloured dots. The
problem is whitespace at a boundary could help to define the shape. The problem
is illustrated in figures 5.5. This precaution is believed to be taken in the Ishihara
test. Figure 5.5 left shows that if the dots are rendered to avoid the boundary of
the shape, there could be sharp whitespace created around the signal. Instead, the
problem can be addressed by considering the centre of the dots to define the colour
to be applied to the dots.
5.4 The Test
We tested using a software developed during our research, operating on one of the
common touchscreen based tablet devices as well as the simulator version of it on a
laptop. Figure 5.6 shows a screenshot of the test plate during a test. The software
is designed to take advantage of the whole screen as a slider control. A participant
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Figure 5.5: Exact layout (left) compared with overlapping layout (right)
Figure 5.6: A screenshot of the test plate
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is required to use the slider to adjust some colour attributes of the test plate to
the point that the signal is visible. This imply the idea of just-noticeable difference
(jnd), see subsection 4.1.2. Inevitably, this method also inherited the inaccuracy
due to the nonexistent of an absolute threshold for any sensation and perception
based test.
The data obtained from each plate can contain up to two values since the slider
can be configured to be 1 or 2 dimensional. The one dimensional configuration re-
duces the potential for participant confusion. The slider changing a certain ratio of
red and green values, the early stage focus being on red-green weakness. Therefore,
the result for each plate can be represented by (redstart, greenstart, redend, greenend).
This can be processed to yield the vector (redresult, greenresult), recording the mag-
nitude and the direction of the adjustment in colour needed to bring the signal from
invisible to visible.
Recordn : ((redresult, greenresult), (redstart, greenstart, redend, greenend))
The starting of red-green value play an essential role in determining the result.
This will be explained in more detail in section 5.5.
5.4.1 Illustration of how the plate changes in a test
Figure 5.7: A sequence shows the changes with user interaction
Figure 5.7 shows a sequential screenshots of a plate changing in accordance
with the slider position. The signal (square) in the plate is becoming more visible
from left to right. The participant is required to press the confirm button once the
signal is detected. The sequence is itself discrete, the slider changes the value in a
continuous manner. This method also gives control to the participant to decide the
definition of a signal being visible. They can move back and forth until they are
confident.
We consider shuffling the values to break the continuity and possibility yield a
more accurate outcome. This behaviour was removed though since the randomise
value is effectively flashing the plate and it is hard for the eye to identify the signal.
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5.5 Determine the colour values
Figure 5.8: A collection of colour plates (left) and the greyscale version (right)
The colour values to be initiated can be decided by understanding the results
we are expecting. Figure 5.8 (left) shows part of the collection of the chart arranged
according to the incrementation of red and green value along the two axis. Figure
5.8 of the same plates (right) helps to visualise the CVD region. The area bounded
by the black line is one of the CVD regions from a preliminary results of a red-green
CVD participant. In other words, the signal in this area is unable to be detected by
the participant. For the case of screening a red-green weakness, the initiating point
(redstart, greenstart) should be inside the potential CVD region of the type. The
slider value has a range from the start pointing towards the potential vision area
such that the result vectors will indicate the magnitude and direction of changes for
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tailored CVD compensation. Notice that 5.8 (right) represents full CVD that all
the colours are perceived in greyscale, which is an extreme case and relatively rare.
This illustrates the idea that at a certain point, near the origin of this particular
setting, the contrast is so low that any human observer will be unable to detect any
signal.
Chapter 6
Scheme 511 based mapping
Scheme 511 is a colour model proposed to address some of the problems with the
direct-adjusting approach, as discussed, in chapter 5. This chapter defines Scheme
511 and how it helps to analyse the CVD. The transformation based on scheme
511 is not equivalent to our final framework, which is specified in chapter 8. Since
the transformation does not perform as expected. As part of our iterative research
methodology, the analysis of CVD contributes to the final framework.
6.1 Building a colour representation
A colour representation is required to compare colours and visualise CVD efficiently.
We are going to consider the case for red-green colour deficiency since our research
focuses on protanomalia and deuteranomalia, see chapter 2. Protanomalia and
deuteranomalia are caused by alterations of cone receptors resulting in some of
the colour pairs being indistinguishable. We considered using an existing colour
representation, such as RGB(A) or HSV, but found them unsuitiable for the task.
We wanted a colour representation that would allow us to to compare red to green
from black(darkest) to white(brightness) on individual continuous scaling factors.
This property does not exist in the RGB colour representation since a “light red”
in RGB is a red colour with equal amounts of blue and green. With this property,
colour representation can be used to generate charts for colour comparisons. Figure
6.1 is part of a chart that compares red and green. The most important property
of the chart is the ability to visualise the approximate boundary between the dis-
tinguishable and indistinguishable for CVD. This chart was not designed to obtain
a colour profile, but unsuitability for colours analysis has led us to include it in our
final framework.
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Figure 6.1: A screenshot of the red green colour plate software
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6.2 Scheme 511
Scheme 511 is a colour representation we proposed to address the unsuitability of
existing colour representations, as described above. The main task of Scheme 511
is to compare Red and Green from black to white with one potentially continuously
varying parameter at a time. In the RGB colour representation, red and green values
scale from black to red and back to green respectively, they do not go as far as white.
Scheme 511 is created to allow colour comparison and to aid visualisation and
understanding of the nature of CVD. The result of the comparison for an individual,
gives us a better understanding of the regions and potentially allow the computation
of parameters for compensation.
6.2.1 Scheme 511 as an extension of RGB
Scheme 511 is an extension of RGB, a conventional colour representation used for




s+ s1 if s1 < s2
s+ s2 otherwise
(6.1)
rRGB, gRGB and bRGB are the original red, green and blue value respectively.
S511 is the single value representation in scheme 511. S is either rRGB, gRGB or
bRGB. S1 and S2 then represent the other two of the three with S1 = rRGB unless
S = rRGB when S1 = gRGB. The conditional expression is designed to choose the
lower value of the counterparts in RGB. The motivation is that individual brightness
increases when the previous values remains the same but the counterparts increasing
simultaneously. Therefore the brightness increments without alteration of the colour
factor (chroma) [77].
The representation of each axis in Scheme 511 can be specified as in equations
6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
R511 =
{
rRGB + gRGB if gRGB < bRGB




gRGB + rRGB if rRGB < bRGB




bRGB + rRGB if rRGB < gRGB
bRGB + gRGB otherwise
(6.4)
R511, G511 and B511 are scheme 511 scales of red, green and blue respectively.
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6.2.2 511 values and the axes
Comparing red and green from black to white, which is the main target of our
colour representation. Since Scheme 511 is defined from RGB colour representation,
the r (also g and b) range from 0 to 255 and the part beyond the maximum r
(also g and b) again started from 0 to 255 for the respective counterparts. The
full axis as 511 values instead of 512 because of the overlap of the two parts. e.g.
R511(255), R511(256) and R511(510) represents RGB(255, 0, 0), RGB(255, 001,
001) and RGB(255, 255, 255) respectively.Therefore it is named as Scheme 511 for
the 511 values it has for each axis.
6.2.3 Scheme 511 tuples
Scheme 511 is recorded using tuples, similar to other colour models. Scheme 511 can
be represented in two forms. We call ex511 the extension of a primary, essentially
representing the equal amount of the counterparts. We use rex511 to denote the sum
r511 + ex511, and refer to this as the red extension. Hence Scheme 511 is a colour
representation using extended red, green and blue, see expressions 6.5 and 6.6:
Scheme511(rex511, g511, b511) (6.5)
Scheme511(r511, g511, b511, ex511) (6.6)
Expression 6.5 and 6.6 are examples for the red component. Expression 6.6
has an advantage for easier computation when only the dominate colour is known,
which is usually the case for red-green analysis. Expression 6.5 saves element but is
restricted since information has been removed.
6.2.4 The coordinate system for analyzation
The coordinate system for analysing Scheme 511 based experiments is generated
graphically. The experimental device is a touchscreen based tablet, for both visibility
and interactivity. Each colour comparison plate is a 40 × 40 pixels canvas [48], as in
the ”colour-pair block” in figure 6.2. A plate is 20 pixels from the adjacent canvasses,
with white space in between. Each canvas is sub-divided vertically and equallyin a
left colour and a right colour.
We follow the coordinate system of the screen based device with (x = 0, y =
0) at the top left corner. The ”red value” in the left plate is taken from the x-
axis (horizontal), while the ”green value” in the right plate is taken from the y-axis
(vertical).
The ranges of the x and y axes are from 0 to 510, increases are in increment of 5.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of Scheme 511 colour representation
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This results in 102 x 102 comparisons. Figure 6.2 shows the four corners, the edges
and the centre portions of the Scheme 511 representation, with labels explaining
some of the major features.
6.2.5 Interaction with the main panel
The whole collection of canvasses is more that 6000 pixels along both the x axis and
y axis. The controller is configured so the panel of canvasses is scrollable to reveal
other parts of the panel. Each canvas is assigned a tap/click event, which records
the pair of colours in the canvas when the participant consider the two colours
indistinguishable.
The clicked pairs of colours will be recorded in property a list (.plist), a variation
of XML format [50], as well as in plaintext format.
Figure 6.3: The format of the property list (.plist) file. Each record is a clicked
colour pair.
Figure 6.4 is a screenshot of the text files in a string. Each record separated
using delimiters, which are “,” and “;”. For example, for the record “45 0 0, 0 30
0;”, “45 0 0” is colour 1 and “0 30 0” is colour 2. “;” indicates the starting of next
record.
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Figure 6.4: The text file
6.3 Scheme 511 based compenstation
Compensation is another main component of our target framework. Some of our
initial and informal testing supported the hypothesis that there are rgions of the
canvas collection where the colour pairs are “indistinguishable” to the participants.
This means the test candidate clicked to indicated they couldn’t distinguish be-
tween the left colour and the right colour. This section covers an early approach to
compensation, Scheme 511 based directed adjustment.
6.3.1 Colour confusion zone
Colour confusion zone, the area of indistinguishability for colour comparison, is show
in figure 6.5. The is an example based on the authors’ self-trial.
Figure 6.5: Colour confusion zone
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The figure gave us the direction for the area we want to investigate. The graph
is comparing the colour in the manner of Green 511 vs Red 511. The bounded area
describes the values in Green 511 and Red 511 that are marked by the particular
participant as indistinguishable. There are a few points of interest in the figure. The
shape starts from the origin (0,0) and the shape goes diagonally but not reaching
the opposite corner. Another point is the peak value being around 180 in G511 for
the indistinguishable area.
We propose two methods to perform the colour compensation by considering
the figure: simple mapping and adaptive mapping.
6.3.2 Simple mapping approach
The simple mapping approach can be visualised in figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Simple mapping approach
For a particular case the peak value is 180. This means that the range above
the peak value, range 2, in Green 511 will not result in confusion. This simple map
squashes all of range 1 and range 2 into range 2 linearly, to avoid range 1.




where S511′ represents the entity after the transformation of S511. the constant
klimit is the peak value in figure 6.6. For the case of the primitive result from the
particular participant, the value for klimit is 180, with the transformation being
applied to G511.
A constant klimit is being applied representing the G511 value. This assumption
is taken for a status transformation. The values between 0 and klimit are scaled
linearly to the values between klimit and 511.
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Section 6.5 discuss some results obtained from this simple mapping method.
6.3.3 Adaptive mapping approach
The static method wastes a lot of the distinguishable space. The adaptive mapping
approach is trying to better utilise the distinguishable regions.6.7 left.
Figure 6.7: Adaptive mapping approach (left) Scaling (right)
The way of mapping the values can be visualised using Figure 6.7. On the right
hand side of that figure we draw a typical vertical cross-section for a typical x value or
Red 511 value. The blue sections on the upper and lower parts bound distinguishable
sections, while the black sections bound the indistinguishable regions.
The adaptive mapping approach uses scaling similar to the simple mapping
approach, but the limit varies as a function of the indistinguishable range at a given
value of x, as in equation 6.8.
S511 is the short form of Scheme 511, contains the components R511, G511 or
B511. Referring to the right part of 6.7, Rangeupper, Rangelower and Rangeaverage




(511−Rangeupper)× S511−RangeaverageRangeupper−Rangeaverage +Rangeupper if S511 < Rangeaverage
Rangelower × S511Rangeaverage otherwise
(6.8)
Equation 6.8 maps the colour value in Scheme 511 from Range confused upper
and Range confused lower to Range normal upper and Range normal lower respec-
tively. Adaptive mapping utilises the colour values obtain from the colour profile to
avoid the confusion zone.
For the result of the adaptive mapping approach, refer to section 6.5.
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6.4 Compensation: The supporting operations
We have described the idea of Scheme 511 based compensation. In this section
we explain the operations that are required to support the compensation. These
operations include the processing of the raw data in the colour profile and the
conversion from RGB colour representation to scheme 511 and back again.
6.4.1 From Scheme 511 back to RGB
As before, we use r511, g511 and b511 to represent the red, green and blue tuple in




RGB to represent the transformed red, green
and blue tuple in RGB colour model respectively. ex511 represents the extension
tuple, the extra brightness added to the targeted colour and ex′511 is the transformed
extension tuple in Scheme 511. The following equations describe the transformation
from Scheme 511 to RGB.
S ′511 =

r′RGB = r511 + ex
′
511 × r511r511+ex511
g′RGB = g511 + ex
′
511 × ex511r511+ex511 R511 based transformation






r′RGB = r511 + ex
′
511 × ex511g511+ex511












r′RGB = r511 + ex
′
511 × ex511b5111+ex511
g′RGB = g511 + ex
′
511 × ex511b511+ex511 B511 based transformation




6.4.2 Indistinguishable range extraction
As described in section 6.2.5, the raw data obtained by CVD profiling using figure
6.2, and the associated method, contains a collection of colour pairs that a partic-
ipant is unable to distinguish between. Records must be processed before apply
any compensation algorithm. Referring to figure 6.7 (left) and figure 6.7 (right),
Rangeupper and Rangelower, and Rangeaverage needed to be found. Each pair in the
raw data can be written as RawDatax and RawDatay. The algorithm to find the
range values is as follow:
SET Maximumindex TO 0
SET Minimumindex TO 511
FOR EACH RawData
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IF RawDatax = index THEN
IF RawDatay > Maximumindex THEN
SET Maximumindex TO RawDatay
ENDIF
IF RawDatay < Minimumindex THEN




This algorithm cycles through the data and only picks those that match the
index that is being search for. It identifies the smallest and largest values.
This algorithm is green axis oriented, it extracts the maximum and minimum
vertically. The algorithm can be applied horizontally, to the red axis, by swapping
x to y. The difference between these two approaches is investigated in section 6.5.
6.5 Preliminary Results
Some initial experiments were performed to explore the effect of the simple transfor-
mation based on the values derived from the algorithm in analysis, section 6.3. The
ranges for each value, for both green and red axis oriented were extracted according
to section 6.4.2. The processed data was used for analysing and evaluating a simple
compensation transformation described in equation 6.8. The data shown in this
section was obtained from a participant in the preliminary testing.
6.5.1 Analysing the preliminary results
Figure 6.8 shows a graph representing the colour profile after the extraction from
the raw data. This graph is a plot of Green 511 against Red 511. The line surrounds
the values being indistinguishable to this particular person. A more detailed set of
extracted information can be found in the appendix tables A.3 and A.4, of the type
described in section 6.4.2. Table A.5 in the appendix shows the detail of mapping
when the range is from 190 to 250 as an example. Recall that there are 511 values,
not the 256 values conventionally found in RGB colour model.
6.5.2 Image processing with a variety of mappings
There are different way of mapping as described in section 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 in the
previous section. Even there are two types of information extraction from the colour
profile. Figure group 6.9 and figure group 6.10 show comparisons of different colour
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Figure 6.8: Colour confusion zone
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mappings applied to a photographical image and to a Ishihara test plate. The pic-
tures in the group are the original picture where no colour mapping was performed.
The second of the group uses the simple mapping approach, see section 6.3.2 for
detail. The third picture of the group uses the adaptive mapping approach using
the information vertical extract from the colour profile. The fourth and the fifth
uses both vertical and horizontal extraction with the order of red-green oriented and
green-red oriented respectively. See section 6.3.3 for adaptive mapping approach.
Figure 6.9: Different types of mapping applied to a photograph (top), (middle
left), (middle right), (bottom left), (bottom right)
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Figure 6.10: Different types of mapping applied to an Ishihara test plate (top),
(middle left), (middle right), (bottom left), (bottom right)
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6.5.3 Analysis of the primitive results
Consider figure 6.9. The second diagram uses simple mapping approach it makes
is possible to distinguish colour by turning the picture into green scale, but the
mapping is not useful because it turns every colour to greenish. Taking the colour
profile into consideration, the middle right, bottom left and bottom right picture
apply the adaptive mapping approach. those all make the mountains more visible
and the boat brighter. The adaptive mapping provides the quality compensation
we aimed for, while not introducing any disadvantage for people who do not have
CVD.
However, when we try to verify our result with the Ishihara test plate, this
preliminary result causes hardly any change in the image from the point of view of a
normal colour vision person, and none of the approaches help the CVD participant
to identify the pattern in the Ishihara test plate
Therefore we consider that the approach in this chapter may enhance images
but not well enough to satisfactorily compensate CVDs for arbitrary image.
6.6 Reflections on Scheme 511
Compensation based on the information extracted from the Scheme 511 colour pro-
filing did not work as expected. However, figure 6.8 in the preview section shows
the region of colour indistinguishable, and the comparison and the colour profile
represented are still valid and help to visualise the colour confusion area. The vi-
sualisation of this region cannot able to be represented in the RGB model or other
well known colour models, at least not in a two dimensional manner.
Due to these results, some control experiments were performed replacing Red
511 and Green 511 with Blue 511 separately that is Red 511 vs Blue 511 and Blue
511 vs Green 511. The results indicate there are no significant regions of colour
indistinguishability in either case.
This helps us to identify the region of colour indistinguishability as a volume
in colour space, rather than an area. The colour profile detected using Scheme 511
helps to identify some of the indistinguishable colour pairs as lying the plane of
Green 511 and Red 511, while the others pairs show this indistinguishable volume
does not intersect with the Blue 511 vs Green 511 or Blue 511 vs Red 511.
The way that colour mapping approach we have considered assume that every
non pure green or red value has a portion of red and green in it and the amount
of greenish or reddish is mapping using the approaches we propose and turns the
mapped value to RGB value for display purpose.
Since the problem needs a three dimensional mapping, our simple two dimen-
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sional mapping approach does not work as expected for the Ishihara Diagrams.
6.6.1 The complexity of the problem raised
To understand the complexity of the problem, see figure 6.11, where RGB and
Scheme 511 are put on the same graph.
Figure 6.11: Scheme 511 and RGB model in 2D
Figure 6.12 shows RGB colour model and Scheme 511 in three dimensional
space. The white point in RGB is becomes a plane of white in Scheme 511.
Figure 6.12: Scheme 511 and RGB model in 3D
Imagine the region of indistinguishability occurs as a volume in the Scheme 511
colour model to map the colour according means to map space of the size of Scheme
511 to the same size of another. The number of possible value for just Red 511 and
Green 511 will be 261,121.
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If we have a mapping from a 3D space to another 3D space, then the number of
elements need to store all the information for mapping will be 133,432,831.
This equation assume a value for mapping for each colour value to the same
size of the space. So it is the product of the number of possible value of the three
elements. Therefore, as the number suggests, searching for all the mappings is
infeasible.
We therefore altered we altered our approach by analysing how the Ishihara test





7.1 The Ishihara plates
Compensating for CVD is, as mentioned in chapter 6, a multi-dimensional problem.
The approach described in the previous chapter attempted to abstract CVD and
collapse it from a three dimensional problem to a two dimensional representation.
The images were enhanced, but not well enough for a tailored CVD compensation
to be practical. Rather than trying to screen and map all possible values in the
colour space, we are going to explore the structure of the Ishihara test to assist in
choosing an appropriate subset of mappings.
The Ishihara test was chosen since it is one of the best CVD screening test, and
since it highlighted the weakness of our approach. The study of Ishihara plates is
necessary since there is no documentation to be found on the process of the creation
of the Ishihara test plates, only translated instructions for the use of plates. This
may be because Ishihara developed the plate when he worked in the military, so
research may have been classified [30].
7.1.1 Analysing of the Ishihara test
There are different versions of the Ishihara test, differences in the number of plate
and published in different years. Lee’s research helped to verify the accuracy of
different editions of the Ishihara test plates [56]. Lee investigated the chromatic
variation of the Ishihara diagnostic plate by comparing different editions of the
Ishihara test plate. Although Lee’s study shows there are slight differences between
different versions of Ishihara diagrams, those differences do not directly impact on
the compensation since the process is purely based on adjustments to mapping the
weakened colour sensitivity. In another words, Lee suggested that the Ishihara plates
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should be checked periodically to ensure the quality of diagnosis. A better approach
could be a test which is highly reproducible.
7.1.2 Human perception on Ishihara tests
In chapter 4 we looked at perception test construction, where the variety of colours
for both background and foreground serve as noise to hide the signal. A plate
may not work for testing red-green weakness if the colours are red and green only.
Ishihara created the plates to simulate reality, which contains noise, and the choices
of colour is the key of the chart.
Lee [56] compared the C.I.E. xy values of the same coloured dots in different
editions of the Ishihara test. We are going to study the “colour grouping” in the
Ishihara test, within individual test plates.
Each plate, can be subdivided into two regions, the background and the fore-
ground. The foreground colours depict the signal of the plate a. Since the Ishihara
test is a pseudoisochromatic colour test, the foreground colours consist of more than
one colour but they are put in the same physical region to form the signal since they
have certain common properties.Similar with background colours.
Figure 7.1 shows a Ishihara test plate with labels. Using the figure as an exam-
ple, C1, C2 and C3 are circles within the foreground for the signal and C4, C5, C6
and C7 contribute to the background. The labels include values of red and green in
percent in the RGB colour model. Blue is omitted. C1, C2 and C3 share a common
property, the red value is significantly high than the green value. Therefore C1, C2
and C3 are classified into the same group. In other words, the more “reddish colours
in the RGB model” are used as one group in the Ishihara model. In contrast, C6
and C7 are significantly more green than red and, unsurprisingly, both fall into the
background. We observe the circles C4 and C5 fall into an interesting case where
their red and green values are very close to each other.
We have identified a rule the plates follow. Circles with high red RGB always
serve as one group. The colours with high green value join the colours with red
and green value close to each other, to form another group. This pattern is found
in most of the plates, the exceptions being the first test plate, which serves as an
introduction to the nature of the test. The first and the last plates were not included
in our analysis since they serve as the introduction to the test.
The two colour groups are used for both signal and background in the Ishihara
test. High value of both red and green in RGB look yellow to humans, rather than
reddish-green, see chapter 3.3.5 for more details on the RGB colour system. The
blue value is not involved in the background and foreground classification. The
aA pseudoisochromatic could contain multiple signals
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Figure 7.1: Ishihara plate background and foreground
following is a summary of our findings.
• Red dominated colours in RGB value serve as one group.
• Green dominated colours band together with those with similar red and green
values to serve as another group.
• These two groups are not restricted to foreground or background. That is, the
red dominated group is used for foreground in some plates, and as background
in other plates.
These findings help us to understand how humans perceive the signal in the
Ishihara plate. The signal can be identified just by considering the numerical values
of the colours, although humans do not perceive the numerical values.
7.2 Colour compensation
Understanding a static colour compensation helps to develop the tailored compen-
sation. The previous section suggests to us that a compensation mapping would be
better if the adjustment targets the red dominated group. This section explores the
approach of colour compensation based on our findings.
We ran a simulation to test the idea. We applied a modification using Pixelmator
[82] to shift the red colour towards yellow. Figure 7.2 shows comparisons between
before and after colour correction.
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Figure 7.2: Before (top) and after (bottom) the colour correction of Ishihara
diagram
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The picture on top is the Ishihara plate before colour correction and the picture
on the bottom is the same plate after colour correction. This colour correction
assisted the CVD participant to identify the signals in the Ishihara test plate.
The colour correction only changes the red dominated colour groups by adding
more green values, this shifting the red towards yellow. Since the changes are selec-
tive, there is no change for the group of colours which are not red dominated. The
values of the colours before and afters the modifications, are listed in table 7.1.
Circle C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Before R96 G78 R87 G45 R100 G87 R57 G59 R80 G80 R69 G83 R39 G60
After R96 G89 R87 G76 R100 G95 R57 G59 R80 G80 R69 G83 R39 G60
Table 7.1: Red and Green values before and after colour correction as percent-
ages.
The compensation framework that we aim for needs to work to solve real life
problems, not just test scenarios. Therefore, we also applied the same colour cor-
rection to photographs. Figure 7.3 shows an example of the image before and after
colour correction. The most significant colour change may not be immediately ob-
vious, but examining the contract between the boats is illustrative. This complies
with the idea of a minimal change that induces as little change to the original image
as possible. The overall image appears similar.
The colour mapping in this chapter performs much better than the approach of
the previous chapter. This mapping fulfils our requirements for the framework by
helping our participant to identity the signal in the Ishihara test plates and providing
enhancement for photographs.
7.3 Algorithm on the colour mapping
In the previous section, we showed it is possible to enhance the image with the
help of Pixelmator. The transformation they use to shift red towards yellow is not
documented publicly, and requests to the software company received no response.
The colour mapping for the colour correction is in the context of the HSV(HSL)
colour model. This ties in with the work of Ohkubo [69], since his static compensa-
tion is also based on the HSV colour model.
We propose a dynamic improvement to the algorithms of Ohkubo.
7.3.1 Static compensation: Abstracting Ohkubo




× 270 + 45 (7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Before and after the colour correction of a photograph
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where H and H′ represent the Hue value in HSV(HSL) colour model before and after
the colour mapping. Basing the computation on HSL or HSV makes no difference
here, since the property for controlling the colour is the hue component and the
other two properties remain the same before and after the transformation. The











+ kshift + ktarget colour (7.2)
This version shows some of the hidden components in the original version Ohkubo
suggested, and replaces the constants with variables.
The amount of shifting is a constant value of 45 ◦ in the study of Ohkubo.
The targeted colour is red with hue 0 ◦ and so was hidden in the original equation.
These two items are represented by kshift and ktarget colour respectively. The variable
koriginal is essentially a constant value of 360
◦, since it refers to the maximum value
of the hue value in HSL or HSV. The variable ktargeted is dependent on the amount
of colour shift kshift and the maximum value koriginal.
The drawback of this equation, abstracted from Ohkubo, is that all the values
are shifted using a constant kshift.
7.3.2 Dynamic Compensation
We need the ability to configure compensation for individuals based on the type and
degree of CVD. We now generalise Ohkubo’s equation to the following.
H ′ =
{
(kmax − kshift) · Hkmax + kshift + ktarget colour if H ≥ 0
◦
360◦ − {(kmax − kshift) · Hkmax + kshift + ktarget colour} otherwise
(7.3)
This equation contains two cases, one for the values above 0 ◦ and the other
for the rest. The two parts are performing the same operations, just in opposite
directions. The ktargeted is replaced by kmax− kshift, which is the amount the values
are going to scale to. kmax is the same as koriginal and is the maximum value of the
hue value. kshift is the index that we are going to adjust for different degrees of
CVD and ktarget colour is the index for the type of CVD.
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7.4 Relation to C.I.E. 1931
The analysis and compensation has been explained in the previous sections. C.I.E.
1931 [77] is usually used for colour analysis. In this section we relate Scheme 511 to
C.I.E. 1931.
7.4.1 CIE 1931 xy colour space
C.I.E. 1931 xy (CIE xy) is one of the most common colour spaces for analysing
colour. In this model a three dimensional colour space is collapsed to a two dimen-
sional space with dimensions of achromaticity and wavelength. The brightness or
luminance is hidden, since it is considered less important. Figure 7.4(a) shows a
CIE xy colour space [77].
Figure 7.4: (a)C.I.E. xy. (b) Colour region names in CIE xy.
CIE xy can be roughly divided into different the major colour regions shown in
figure 7.4(b). There is no clear boundaries on the regions, the naming of colours is
a fuzzy concept [22].
7.4.2 Colour vision deficiency and CIE xy
Figure 7.5(a) shows the lines of the few types of CVD. Pairs of colours that confuse
the people who suffer from CVD, are found on a line parallel to the lines of CVD [6].
Roughly, Scheme 511 can be overlaid on the top of CIE xy to give figure 7.5(b). But
this is not exactly Scheme 511 drawn on a CIE xy diagram, because Scheme 511 is
able to compare the red and green from black to while. The CIE xy diagram omits
the brightness to reduce three dimensions to two. Therefore, Scheme 511 covers
only part of the comparison. Since there are multiple shades of red and green in
the CIE 1931, Scheme 511 can be represented by multiple axis locations. This bring
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Figure 7.5: (a)CVD on CIE xy. (b)Scheme 511 on CIE.
us to figure 7.6(b) left and right which express the pairs of colours Scheme 511 is
comparing. The lines are approximately parallel to the line of protan and deutan,
meaning if the colour pairs is indistinguishable, it will match one of the red-green
related CVD.
7.4.3 Hue colour compensation and CIE xy
Figure 7.6: Colour pairs on CIE xy
We can also represent the colour correction on CIE xy, see Figure 7.7. Mapping
the colour from one region to another region may potentially help the people who
suffer from CVD to improve distinguishability. In our case, mapping red to yellow or
purple, may avoid the colour pair being parallel to the the vector of colour deficiency.
The details of the experiment will be shown in next chapter.
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Figure 7.7: Colour correction on CIE xy
7.5 Summary
We have explain, step by step, how the compensation algorithm was developed based
on the analysis of the Ishihara test plates. The next chapter presents the proposed
framework for the screening and compensation for red-green CVD.
Chapter 8
Framework
8.1 Introduction to the framework
The purpose of this research is to explore the possibility of a better screening and
compensation algorithm to form a proper framework for managing colour vision
deficiency (CVD). This chapter describes the screening and compensation used in
our framework and the experiments we conducted to verify it.
8.2 Screening: Scheme 511
8.2.1 Definition
As mentioned in chapter 3, current screening processes either lack numerical results
[30] or the screening is not designed with compensation in mind. Both of these
attributes are important to allow the screening to aid computational compensations.
Scheme 511 was created with the aim of supporting compensation. The scheme
was created to visualise and detect the seriousness of CVD. Scheme 511 features the
comparison of two colours from black to white. Our research focuses on red-green
CVD, so the rest of the chapter will be red-green CVD oriented. Values on both
the green and red axes start from 0 and increment with intervals of 5 units until the
maximum value of 255 is reached. The counterparts of the colour are incremented
with intervals of 5 units simultaneously. For more information Scheme 511, refer to
chapter 6.
We demonstrate the classification and the measure of CVDs can be analysed
base on the geometric attributes of the Scheme 511 graph.
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8.2.2 Screening process
The Scheme 511 screening, or test, was conducted as the first part of the data
collection process for each participant.
A plate is a button with two colours displayed on it. The collection of plates
will be referred to as a panel. The same panel is used for the data collection process
for every participant. The panel was made pannable since the screen size is unable
display all the plates. Each participant is required to tap/click on the plates with a
colour pair indistinguishable to him/her. Due to the size of the panel, see chapter
6, computational requirements [49] and human user interface design requirements
[48], the full red-green comparison panel is divided into four sub panels. Figure
8.1 (a) and (b) show the first two screenshot of the main process. Subdividing
the panel also makes navigation easier for participants where more scolling would
be required without subdivisions. Since the major concern is the overall shape
of the indistinguishable region a participant can choose to click the boundaries
to surround the indistinguishable region(s) instead of tapping/clicking on all the
indistinguishable plates.
Figure 8.2 shows a in-test snapshot of where the participant took the option of
locating the boundary of the indistinguishable region.
Figure 8.3 is another snapshot where the participant decide to tap on all the
indistinguishable plates.
8.2.3 Preliminary Results: part 1
There were 7 participants involved in the data collection process, 4 who suffer from
red-green CVD. Table 8.1 shows the distribution of different classes of colour vision
across the participants in the data collection.
Red-green Blue-yellow Normal Total
4 0 3 7
Table 8.1: The classes of colour vision distribution
The size of the data collection was small but enough to achieve our target to
verify our findings. The sample was small due to the ethical approval restricts that
we were only allowed to advertise to staff and students of University of Wollongong.
Figure 8.4 (a),(b) and (c) are the plot of Green 511 vs Red 511 in Scheme 511
for normal vision. As we expected, there are regions of indistinguishability when
the colours are approach black or white.
Figure 8.5 (a),(b) and (c) are plots of participants who suffer from red-green
CVD. As expected, the indistinguishability regions are larger than for people with
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Figure 8.1: Screening 1/4 (a) and 2/4 (b) of the test.
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Figure 8.2: A snapshot of boundary selection
Figure 8.3: A snapshot of full selection
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Figure 8.4: Normal vision (a),(b) and (c)
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normal colour vision. Interestingly, the shape of the region is different for each of
the participants who suffer from CVD. The difference of shape support our idea
where the shapes could indicate the type and seriousness of CVD. See section 8.4
for further explanation and support of the idea.
8.3 Compensation algorithm
8.3.1 Definition
Our compensation algorithm is based on hue value mapping and focuses on the red-
green CVD. These share some common elements with the research of Ohkubo and
Kazuyuki [69].
Equation 8.1 shows the equation we use in the compensation algorithm. kshift
is a variable introduced to the equation to provide the capability to adjust the
compensation according to the seriousness of CVD. See section 7.3.2 for detail of
the other components in the equation.
H ′ =
{
(kmax − kshift) · Hkmax + kshift + ktarget colour if H ≥ 0
◦
360◦ − {(kmax − kshift) · Hkmax + kshift + ktarget colour} otherwise
(8.1)
We expected the compensation values will be different even two participants
suffer from the same type of CVD.
8.3.2 Preliminary Results: part 2
The second part of the data collection helps us to justify compensation varies in
individuals. It involves showing three Ishihara Ishihara plate, plate number 1, 22
and 5 [51, 52], on a laptop. The participant is asked to identify the signal in the
test plates. By using Pixelmator, the hue value of the plates is adjusted from red
to yellow gradually as long as the participant is uable to identify the signals. This
process simulates the compensation we suggested, in our compensation moving red
towards both yellow and purple. Once the signal is identified, the amount of hue
changes needed is recorded.
Participants who completed the first part of the test, also participated in the
second part. Table 8.2 shows the amount of hue adjustments required for each
participant to detect the signals in individual colour plates. As section 8.2.3 men-
tioned, people who suffer from CVD are mostly red-green weakness. The data we
have collected indicates that different values are needed for different individuals. ID
4 also suggest that the participant requires a significantly smaller value for plate 22,
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Figure 8.5: CVD vision (a),(b) and (c)
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possibly due to having a different type of CVD from the others. Results from ID 2
for plate 5 seems to be inconsistent with the others, possibility indicating a different
nature of CVD.
ID Plate 1 Plate 22 Plate 5 Type
0 0 0 0 Normal
1 0 0 0 Normal
2 0 37 0 Red-Green
3 0 0 0 Normal
4 0 18 21 Green
5 0 40 27 Red-Green
6 0 37 37 Red-Green
Table 8.2: Part 2 results shift needed for the signal to become visible
8.4 Framework: linkage
Section 8.3.2 on part 2 of the preliminary suggests different compensation may
be needed for different people. Similarly section 8.2.3 supports the Scheme 511
testing being able to detect the differences from the same type of colour deficiency
represented in regions or shapes.
The linkage between screening using Scheme 511 and the compensation is es-
sential to form the framework. The descriptionof the shape may well serve as the
parameters for compensation. Factors may include the total area, furthest point
from the origin or width of indistinguishable regions. The distance from the origin
and the width are possibly better measure of a shape. Due to the number of partic-
ipants, more exploration is needed, and more people who suffer from CVD needed
to be sampled, to produce a better conclusion.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
This study is motivated by the the lack of a common practical cure for Colour Vision
Deficiency (CVD). We started by exploring previous studies on CVD, different type
of CVDs and the possible impact of an individual who suffers from CVD.
We reviewed colour representation, colour test and possible compensation and
found that not only there is not practical cure for CVD, there is also no common
practical compensation for the impairment. Sensation and perception methodolo-
gies were reviewed to help designing the testing method for CVD. This study set
the target of exploring the possibility of an non-invasive alternative to surgical or
medication procedure such that the screening and measuring are combined and yield
information useful for compensation on screen based devices.
This research used an iterative development methodology with the help of a par-
ticipant, exploring different methods and charts to be use in the screening-measuring
module. Scheme 511 has been proposed to verify the screening-measuring-compensation
process. Subsequently, participants were invited to the data collection process.
The results show that Scheme 511 is able to collect information for the com-
pensation process. By applying the information collected to adjust the colours in a
Ishihara plate, the participants were able to detect the signals that were previously
unidentifiable. The same compensations were apply to photographs and there were
no significant impact on the quality of the image.
Therefore, the framework proposed in this study is able to perform a non invasive
tailored colour compensation based on a screen based device.
Future work
Due to the timeframe and resource limitations, the number of participants was
limited. The data could be improved in the future if more participants can be
recruited.
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The experiments were not enough to allow test driven automated compensation.
They did support that such a process may be possible.
We furthermore expect that a better understanding of the individual character-
istic measured in the test could allow significant improvements in the tests, to the
point where the participant would not need to track a complete indistinguishable
region. Rather we expect that critical data points could be identified and typical
structures clarified so a participant may only need to identify a few specical points
of confusion within a chart.
The current version requires the participant to track the undistinguishable part
of the collection of plates. This process is time consuming and there are a lot of
possible improvement in efficiency.
Appendix A
A.1 Gender linked
The ratio of CVD is gender related, with significate more colour impaired males
than females. One of the reasons is that red-green CVD related gene resides on the
X chromosome, see Table A.1. There are also other genes mutations that cause








Blue Cone Monochromacy X Chromosome
Rod Monochromacy Chromosome 2/8
Table A.1: Type vs Chromosome
Males have one X chromosome, while females have two. This significantly the
number of sufferers of deuteranomaly, deuteranopia, protanomaly and protanopia.
A female develops the impairment only when both of the X chromosomes carry
the defect, while males are being affected if the single X chromosome is defected.
Therefore, theoretically, there should be a larger number of CVD males than CVD
females. On the other hand, as the Colour Blind Awareness and Support Group
mentioned, the ratio of colour defective vision people are constant. Given the chance
of having a male and a female is roughly equal [27, 86], there must be or a minimum
of 14.96% of the female as the carrier of the defected gene in the general population.
Tritanomaly and tritanopia is unaffected by the X chromosome. As a result, the




A.2 Physiology of eye
There are four types [25, 71] of light receptor exist in the retina of the human eye,
see Figure A.1. The rod receptor is responsible for the sensation of brightness and
movement. Colour sensation relies on cone receptors, which are subdivided into
three types, each responsible for a specific ranges of wavelength, see Figure A.2.
When the light hits the retina and simulates the receptors, the receptors send the
signal to the nerves and brain. The brain creates the corresponding image in a
complex process.
Figure A.1: Receptors on the retina
Figure A.2: Wavelength and cones
A.3 The primaries in the Natural Colour System
The Natural Colour System has six primaries, white, black, red, yellow, green, and
blue. For the representation of those colour in other colour systems, see table A.2
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Color Hex triplet RGB HSV
White #FFFFFF (255,255,255) (-, 0%, 100%)
Black #000000 (0,0,0) (-, -%, 0%)
Green #009F6B (0, 159, 107) (160, 100%, 63%)
Red #C40233 (196,2,51) (345, 99%, 77%)
Yellow #FFD300 (255, 211, 0) (50, 100%, 100%)
Blue #0087BD (0, 135, 189) (197, 100%, 74%)
Table A.2: NCS primaries
A.4 Collected Data
The following tables present the ranges collected from the preliminary test of the
software with the first participant. Each record represents a single panel marked as
indistinguishable by the participant. With the indistinguishable zone in the middle
and visible zone above and beneath it, upper in the table is the upper point and
lower being the lower point that separate the two zones.
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Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper
0 0 25
1 0 25 2 0 25 3 0 25 4 0 25 5 0 25
6 0 25 7 0 25 8 0 25 9 0 25 10 0 25
11 0 26 12 0 27 13 0 28 14 0 29 15 0 30
16 0 30 17 0 30 18 0 30 19 0 30 20 0 30
21 0 30 22 0 30 23 0 30 24 0 30 25 0 30
26 0 31 27 0 32 28 0 33 29 0 34 30 0 35
31 0 35 32 0 35 33 0 35 34 0 35 35 0 35
36 0 36 37 0 37 38 0 38 39 0 39 40 0 40
41 0 41 42 0 42 43 0 43 44 0 44 45 0 45
46 0 45 47 0 45 48 0 45 49 0 45 50 0 45
51 0 46 52 0 47 53 0 48 54 0 49 55 0 50
56 6 51 57 12 52 58 18 53 59 24 54 60 30 55
61 32 55 62 34 55 63 36 55 64 38 55 65 40 55
66 41 56 67 42 57 68 43 58 69 44 59 70 45 60
71 45 61 72 45 62 73 45 63 74 45 64 75 45 65
76 46 65 77 47 65 78 48 65 79 49 65 80 50 65
81 50 66 82 50 67 83 50 68 84 50 69 85 50 70
86 52 71 87 54 72 88 56 73 89 58 74 90 60 75
91 60 75 92 60 75 93 60 75 94 60 75 95 60 75
96 60 76 97 60 77 98 60 78 99 60 79 100 60 80
101 60 80 102 60 80 103 60 80 104 60 80 105 60 80
106 61 80 107 62 80 108 63 80 109 64 80 110 65 80
111 65 81 112 65 82 113 65 83 114 65 84 115 65 85
116 66 86 117 67 87 118 68 88 119 69 89 120 70 90
121 71 90 122 72 90 123 73 90 124 74 90 125 75 90
126 75 91 127 75 92 128 75 93 129 75 94 130 75 95
131 76 96 132 77 97 133 78 98 134 79 99 135 80 100
136 81 101 137 82 102 138 83 103 139 84 104 140 85 105
141 85 106 142 85 107 143 85 108 144 85 109 145 85 110
146 86 110 147 87 110 148 88 110 149 89 110 150 90 110
151 91 111 152 92 112 153 93 113 154 94 114 155 95 115
156 95 115 157 95 115 158 95 115 159 95 115 160 95 115
161 96 116 162 97 117 163 98 118 164 99 119 165 100 120
166 100 121 167 100 122 168 100 123 169 100 124 170 100 125
171 100 125 172 100 125 173 100 125 174 100 125 175 100 125
176 102 125 177 104 125 178 106 125 179 108 125 180 110 125
181 110 126 182 110 127 183 110 128 184 110 129 185 110 130
186 111 131 187 112 132 188 113 133 189 114 134 190 115 135
191 116 136 192 117 137 193 118 138 194 119 139 195 120 140
196 120 140 197 120 140 198 120 140 199 120 140 200 120 140
201 121 141 202 122 142 203 123 143 204 124 144 205 125 145
206 126 145 207 127 145 208 128 145 209 129 145 210 130 145
211 130 145 212 130 145 213 130 145 214 130 145 215 130 145
216 131 146 217 132 147 218 133 148 219 134 149 220 135 150
221 136 150 222 137 150 223 138 150 224 139 150 225 140 150
226 140 151 227 140 152 228 140 153 229 140 154 230 140 155
231 140 155 232 140 155 233 140 155 234 140 155 235 140 155
236 141 155 237 142 155 238 143 155 239 144 155 240 145 155
241 145 156 242 145 157 243 145 158 244 145 159 245 145 160
246 145 160 247 145 160 248 145 160 249 145 160 250 145 160
251 145 161 252 145 162 253 145 163 254 145 164 255 145 165
256 146 165 257 147 165 258 148 165 259 149 165 260 150 165
261 150 165 262 150 165 263 150 165 264 150 165 265 150 165
266 150 165 267 150 165 268 150 165 269 150 165 270 150 165
271 150 165 272 150 165 273 150 165 274 150 165 275 150 165
276 151 166 277 152 167 278 153 168 279 154 169 280 155 170
281 155 170 282 155 170 283 155 170 284 155 170 285 155 170
286 155 170 287 155 170 288 155 170 289 155 170 290 155 170
291 155 170 292 155 170 293 155 170 294 155 170 295 155 170
296 155 170 297 155 170 298 155 170 299 155 170 300 155 170
301 155 170 302 155 170 303 155 170 304 155 170 305 155 170
306 156 170 307 157 170 308 158 170 309 159 170 310 160 170
311 160 170 312 160 170 313 160 170 314 160 170 315 160 170
316 162 170 317 164 170 318 166 170 319 168 170 320 170 170
Table A.3: Green Ranges extracted from primitive result
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Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper Value Lower Upper
0 0 55
1 0 55 2 0 55 3 0 55 4 0 55 5 0 55
6 0 54 7 0 53 8 0 52 9 0 51 10 0 50
11 0 49 12 0 48 13 0 47 14 0 46 15 0 45
16 0 46 17 0 47 18 0 48 19 0 49 20 0 50
21 0 51 22 0 52 23 0 53 24 0 54 25 0 55
26 3 56 27 6 57 28 9 58 29 12 59 30 15 60
31 18 60 32 21 60 33 24 60 34 27 60 35 30 60
36 32 61 37 34 62 38 36 63 39 38 64 40 40 65
41 41 67 42 42 69 43 43 71 44 44 73 45 45 75
46 47 77 47 49 79 48 51 81 49 53 83 50 55 85
51 56 85 52 57 85 53 58 85 54 59 85 55 60 85
56 62 89 57 64 93 58 66 97 59 68 101 60 70 105
61 71 107 62 72 109 63 73 111 64 74 113 65 75 115
66 77 116 67 79 117 68 81 118 69 83 119 70 85 120
71 86 122 72 87 124 73 88 126 74 89 128 75 90 130
76 92 131 77 94 132 78 96 133 79 98 134 80 100 135
81 103 137 82 106 139 83 109 141 84 112 143 85 115 145
86 116 146 87 117 147 88 118 148 89 119 149 90 120 150
91 122 152 92 124 154 93 126 156 94 128 158 95 130 160
96 131 163 97 132 166 98 133 169 99 134 172 100 135 175
101 136 175 102 137 175 103 138 175 104 139 175 105 140 175
106 141 177 107 142 179 108 143 181 109 144 183 110 145 185
111 147 186 112 149 187 113 151 188 114 153 189 115 155 190
116 157 192 117 159 194 118 161 196 119 163 198 120 165 200
121 166 201 122 167 202 123 168 203 124 169 204 125 170 205
126 173 207 127 176 209 128 179 211 129 182 213 130 185 215
131 186 216 132 187 217 133 188 218 134 189 219 135 190 220
136 191 223 137 192 226 138 193 229 139 194 232 140 195 235
141 197 239 142 199 243 143 201 247 144 203 251 145 205 255
146 208 259 147 211 263 148 214 267 149 217 271 150 220 275
151 222 281 152 224 287 153 226 293 154 228 299 155 230 305
156 233 307 157 236 309 158 239 311 159 242 313 160 245 315
161 247 315 162 249 315 163 251 315 164 253 315 165 255 315
166 260 316 167 265 317 168 270 318 169 275 319 170 280 320
Table A.4: Red Ranges extracted from primitive result
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Original Transformed Original Transformed Original Transformed Original Transformed Original Transformed
000 0.000000
001 0.863636 002 1.727273 003 2.590909 004 3.454545 005 4.318182
006 5.181818 007 6.045455 008 6.909091 009 7.772727 010 8.636364
011 9.500000 012 10.363636 013 11.227273 014 12.090909 015 12.954546
016 13.818181 017 14.681818 018 15.545454 019 16.409090 020 17.272728
021 18.136364 022 19.000000 023 19.863636 024 20.727272 025 21.590910
026 22.454546 027 23.318182 028 24.181818 029 25.045454 030 25.909092
031 26.772728 032 27.636362 033 28.500002 034 29.363636 035 30.227272
036 31.090908 037 31.954546 038 32.818180 039 33.681816 040 34.545456
041 35.409092 042 36.272728 043 37.136364 044 38.000000 045 38.863636
046 39.727272 047 40.590912 048 41.454544 049 42.318180 050 43.181820
051 44.045456 052 44.909092 053 45.772728 054 46.636364 055 47.500000
056 48.363636 057 49.227272 058 50.090908 059 50.954548 060 51.818184
061 52.681820 062 53.545456 063 54.409088 064 55.272724 065 56.136360
066 57.000004 067 57.863636 068 58.727272 069 59.590908 070 60.454544
071 61.318180 072 62.181816 073 63.045456 074 63.909092 075 64.772728
076 65.636360 077 66.500000 078 67.363632 079 68.227272 080 69.090912
081 69.954544 082 70.818184 083 71.681816 084 72.545456 085 73.409088
086 74.272728 087 75.136368 088 76.000000 089 76.863640 090 77.727272
091 78.590904 092 79.454544 093 80.318184 094 81.181824 095 82.045456
096 82.909088 097 83.772728 098 84.636360 099 85.500000 100 86.363640
101 87.227272 102 88.090912 103 88.954544 104 89.818184 105 90.681816
106 91.545456 107 92.409096 108 93.272728 109 94.136368 110 95.000000
111 95.863632 112 96.727272 113 97.590904 114 98.454544 115 99.318176
116 100.181816 117 101.045464 118 101.909096 119 102.772728 120 103.636368
121 104.500000 122 105.363640 123 106.227272 124 107.090912 125 107.954544
126 108.818176 127 109.681816 128 110.545448 129 111.409088 130 112.272720
131 113.136368 132 114.000008 133 114.863640 134 115.727272 135 116.590912
136 117.454544 137 118.318184 138 119.181816 139 120.045456 140 120.909088
141 121.772728 142 122.636360 143 123.499992 144 124.363632 145 125.227280
146 126.090912 147 126.954552 148 127.818184 149 128.681824 150 129.545456
151 130.409088 152 131.272720 153 132.136368 154 133.000000 155 133.863632
156 134.727264 157 135.590912 158 136.454544 159 137.318192 160 138.181824
161 139.045456 162 139.909088 163 140.772736 164 141.636368 165 142.500000
166 143.363632 167 144.227264 168 145.090912 169 145.954544 170 146.818176
171 147.681808 172 148.545456 173 149.409088 174 150.272736 175 151.136368
176 152.000000 177 152.863632 178 153.727280 179 154.590912 180 155.454544
181 156.318176 182 157.181808 183 158.045456 184 158.909088 185 159.772720
186 160.636368 187 161.500000 188 162.363647 189 163.227280 190 164.090912
191 164.954544 192 165.818176 193 166.681824 194 167.545456 195 168.409088
196 169.272720 197 170.136353 198 171.000000 199 171.863632 200 172.727280
201 173.590912 202 174.454544 203 175.318192 204 176.181824 205 177.045456
206 177.909088 207 178.772720 208 179.636368 209 180.500000 210 181.363632
211 182.227264 212 183.090912 213 183.954544 214 184.818192 215 185.681824
216 186.545456 217 187.409088 218 188.272736 219 189.136368 220 190.000000
221 250.896545 222 251.793106 223 252.689651 224 253.586212 225 254.482758
226 255.379303 227 256.275879 228 257.172424 229 258.068970 230 258.965515
231 259.862061 232 260.758606 233 261.655151 234 262.551727 235 263.448273
236 264.344849 237 265.241394 238 266.137939 239 267.034485 240 267.931030
241 268.827576 242 269.724121 243 270.620697 244 271.517242 245 272.413788
246 273.310364 247 274.206909 248 275.103455 249 276.000000 250 276.896545
251 277.793091 252 278.689636 253 279.586212 254 280.482758 255 281.379303
256 282.275879 257 283.172424 258 284.068970 259 284.965515 260 285.862061
261 286.758606 262 287.655182 263 288.551727 264 289.448273 265 290.344818
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Original Transformed Original Transformed Original Transformed Original Transformed Original Transformed
266 291.241394 267 292.137939 268 293.034485 269 293.931030 270 294.827576
271 295.724152 272 296.620697 273 297.517242 274 298.413788 275 299.310333
276 300.206909 277 301.103455 278 302.000000 279 302.896545 280 303.793091
281 304.689667 282 305.586212 283 306.482758 284 307.379303 285 308.275879
286 309.172424 287 310.068970 288 310.965515 289 311.862061 290 312.758606
291 313.655182 292 314.551727 293 315.448273 294 316.344818 295 317.241394
296 318.137939 297 319.034485 298 319.931030 299 320.827576 300 321.724121
301 322.620697 302 323.517242 303 324.413788 304 325.310364 305 326.206909
306 327.103455 307 328.000000 308 328.896545 309 329.793091 310 330.689636
311 331.586212 312 332.482758 313 333.379303 314 334.275879 315 335.172424
316 336.068970 317 336.965515 318 337.862061 319 338.758606 320 339.655182
321 340.551727 322 341.448273 323 342.344849 324 343.241394 325 344.137939
326 345.034485 327 345.931030 328 346.827576 329 347.724121 330 348.620697
331 349.517242 332 350.413788 333 351.310364 334 352.206909 335 353.103455
336 354.000000 337 354.896545 338 355.793091 339 356.689667 340 357.586212
341 358.482758 342 359.379303 343 360.275848 344 361.172424 345 362.068970
346 362.965515 347 363.862061 348 364.758606 349 365.655182 350 366.551727
351 367.448273 352 368.344818 353 369.241394 354 370.137939 355 371.034485
356 371.931030 357 372.827576 358 373.724121 359 374.620697 360 375.517242
361 376.413788 362 377.310333 363 378.206909 364 379.103455 365 380.000000
366 380.896545 367 381.793091 368 382.689636 369 383.586212 370 384.482758
371 385.379333 372 386.275879 373 387.172424 374 388.068970 375 388.965515
376 389.862061 377 390.758606 378 391.655151 379 392.551727 380 393.448273
381 394.344849 382 395.241394 383 396.137939 384 397.034485 385 397.931030
386 398.827576 387 399.724121 388 400.620697 389 401.517242 390 402.413818
391 403.310364 392 404.206909 393 405.103455 394 406.000000 395 406.896545
396 407.793091 397 408.689636 398 409.586182 399 410.482758 400 411.379303
401 412.275879 402 413.172424 403 414.068970 404 414.965515 405 415.862061
406 416.758606 407 417.655182 408 418.551727 409 419.448303 410 420.344849
411 421.241394 412 422.137939 413 423.034485 414 423.931030 415 424.827576
416 425.724121 417 426.620667 418 427.517242 419 428.413788 420 429.310364
421 430.206909 422 431.103455 423 432.000000 424 432.896545 425 433.793091
426 434.689667 427 435.586212 428 436.482788 429 437.379303 430 438.275848
431 439.172424 432 440.068970 433 440.965515 434 441.862061 435 442.758606
436 443.655151 437 444.551727 438 445.448273 439 446.344849 440 447.241394
441 448.137939 442 449.034485 443 449.931030 444 450.827576 445 451.724152
446 452.620697 447 453.517212 448 454.413788 449 455.310333 450 456.206909
451 457.103455 452 458.000000 453 458.896545 454 459.793091 455 460.689636
456 461.586212 457 462.482758 458 463.379333 459 464.275879 460 465.172424
461 466.068970 462 466.965515 463 467.862061 464 468.758606 465 469.655151
466 470.551697 467 471.448273 468 472.344818 469 473.241394 470 474.137939
471 475.034485 472 475.931030 473 476.827576 474 477.724121 475 478.620697
476 479.517242 477 480.413818 478 481.310364 479 482.206909 480 483.103455
481 484.000000 482 484.896545 483 485.793091 484 486.689636 485 487.586182
486 488.482758 487 489.379303 488 490.275879 489 491.172424 490 492.068970
491 492.965515 492 493.862061 493 494.758606 494 495.655151 495 496.551727
496 497.448273 497 498.344849 498 499.241394 499 500.137939 500 501.034485
501 501.931030 502 502.827576 503 503.724121 504 504.620667 505 505.517242
506 506.413788 507 507.310364 508 508.206909 509 509.103455 510 510.000000
Table A.5: This table shows the region information collected from the first
participant
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